
Ready to experience agency growth like you never have before? 
Use these 5 B2B growth strategies to achieve it.

The Complete 
Guide to B2B 
Agency Growth
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No matter how amazing your core business is 
(and how much your clients love you for it), you 
can’t survive in today’s business environment 
with the standard, passive growth strategy built 
on word-of-mouth and referrals.

Instead, future successful agencies will be 
focused on growth as a core function.

What does that mean? It means that growth 
needs to be at the forefront of your entire 
marketing and sales strategy — all while you 
serve your own clients and help them achieve 
their goals.

The key to success is to seamlessly build your 
growth strategies into the tactics and processes 
you’re already employing to run a successful 
business. In this comprehensive guide, we’ll walk 
you through 5 of the most effective ways to do 
just that:

When you put these 5 principles into practice, 
your agency will grow without you having to 
ever sacrifice what’s most important: providing 
exceptional service to your clients.

Let’s dive in!

•  Targeting your marketing strategy

•  Pursuing the right leads

•  Engaging with great content

•  Optimizing conversions

•  Leveling up with marketing automation

As a B2B agency, you know the 
importance of growth.
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Targeting your marketing strategy

It’s impossible to address every pain point for every client at the same time. B2B agencies that try usually end 
up lost in a crowded online marketplace where generalized messaging just doesn’t stand out. A better strategy 
is to target specific client segments, crafting messages for each segment that demonstrate the unique value 
your solutions can offer for them.

Ideal customer profiles (ICPs) and buyer personas are two frameworks B2B agencies use to achieve successful 
targeting.

ICPs describe the companies and organizations that are the best possible fit for your solutions. Buyer personas 
identify the decision-makers within those organizations who make the ultimate call about purchasing your 
solution.

ICPs and buyer personas both focus on client pain points, but they do it at different levels — ICPs at the 
organizational level and buyer personas at the individual level. They do it by identifying relevant traits 
that impact the need for your solution:
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You can create multiple ICPs and buyer personas, then target your marketing messages for each one. Your 
messaging may even vary by client segment for the same product. After all, not every buyer finds the same exact 
value in a given solution.

A great exercise that will help you quickly develop a set of ICPs is to analyze your current and previous clients.  
Gather the company demographics (size, industry, location, etc.) and gather the people demographics like job 
title, role in buying process, role in agency relationship, etc. 

Once you have this list, think carefully about which clients have been the most successful, however you might 
define success — outcomes, profit, revenue, etc.  There are probably many, many more prospects just like those 
clients that you’ll be able to find. Your success with those clients will dramatically increase your credibility when 
you reach out to and build relationships with similar prospects.

Through this exercise, you might find that your best-fit clients have narrow criteria like:

•  The presence or absence of a particular job title:

  » “We’re a field marketing agency that helps Field Marketing Managers (like you!) extend their reach and…”

  » “We’re a digital transformation agency that loves to plug in to organizations that don’t have a full-time 
product manager…”

•  Working within a particular industry:

  » “We’re a digital marketing agency that helps SaaS companies generate more leads and grow their client 
base…”

  » “We offer an automated online scheduling platform built specifically for healthcare providers…”

•  Serving companies at a certain size:

  » “We’re an ecommerce platform serving small- to mid-size retailers…”

  » “Our lead-gen platform was custom-built for growing startup companies…”

By using ICPs and buyer personas, you develop a strong understanding of your target audiences that you can use 
to inform your market your marketing strategy and accomplish our next pillar for agency growth: pursuing the 
right leads.

Read more: Buyer Persona vs. Ideal Customer Profile: Targeting Showdown

Ideal Customer Profile

•  Organization size

•  Industry

•  Revenue and growth rate

•  Geographic location

•  Current technologies used

•  Current state

Buyer Personas

•  Role within organization

•  Demographics (age, gender, etc.)

•  Individual goals

•  Level of experience

•  Challenges

•  Personal impact of decision

https://revboss.com/blog/how-to-create-your-ideal-customer-profile-template-included
https://revboss.com/blog/buyer-persona-vs-ideal-customer-profile-targeting-showdown
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Pursuing the right leads

Today, 60% of sales teams waste time pursuing poor leads, and 80% of marketing leads never translate into sales.

Why? Because too many companies cast the widest marketing net possible without accounting for whether or 
not the leads they generate will actually convert to opportunities or paying clients. When you market to too large 
of an audience, your message becomes diluted. Prospects are less likely to connect to the unique value your 
solutions can offer them.

While it sounds ideal to generate the most leads possible, that’s almost never the right approach for B2B agency 
growth. Shifting your focus to pursuing the right leads saves time, lowers costs, and increases your client 
conversion rate. At the same time, localizing your messaging resonates better with target client segments.

In short: we all get prospected too many times a day. When you make your message personalized and prescriptive 
to prospect needs, you have a better chance of standing out from the crowd.

The targeting strategy we covered in the previous section is the first step to achieving this goal. The second step 
is to have a clear, effective lead qualification process in place.

Lead qualification is identifying the likelihood of your generated leads to become actual paying clients. It is a 
shared responsibility between your marketing and sales teams. It looks at how well each lead fits into your ICPs 
and buyer personas, and it assesses buyer readiness. Your lead qualification process helps you determine which 
steps need to be taken to move each lead to the next stage of the sales process.

https://kiite.ai/how-much-time-do-your-reps-have-to-waste-zero-how-much-time-are-they-wasting-too-much/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/lead-nurturing/
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Leads at the later stages of this process (SALs and SQLs) can be categorized as high-quality leads (HQLs) or those 
most likely to result in an actual sale for your company.

The criteria you use to categorize leads at every stage of the qualification process will be unique to your company. 
The most important thing is to clearly define your criteria and your process. When you do, your marketing and 
sales team will not only qualify leads more effectively, they’ll be more aligned and achieve higher sales as a result.

Read More: Is Your Lead Generation Process Fully Data-Driven?

The lead qualification process encompasses the following stages:

PROSPECT

Showed initial interest 
in your brand (ex: visited 
your website or received a 
prospecting email)

SALES ACCEPTED LEAD (SAL)

Formally accepted by sales 
team

LEAD

Took action to indicate real 
interest in your brand (ex: 
downloaded an ebook or replied 
to a prospecting email)

SALES QUALIFIED LEAD (SQL)

Determined by sales team to 
have high buyer readiness

MARKETING QUALIFIED LEAD (MQL)

Reviewed by marketing or a BDR/
SDR, satisfies criteria to be passed 
along to sales

CLIENT

Closed deals

https://revboss.com/blog/is-your-lead-generation-process-fully-data-driven
https://revboss.com/blog/5-criteria-that-make-sales-accepted-leads-likely-to-convert
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Content marketing is the creation of targeted, high-value content to engage audiences. It is an essential part 
of every agency’s growth strategy, generating 3x more leads and converting clients at a rate 6x higher than 
traditional marketing approaches. Content marketing includes assets like:

Engaging with great content

BLOG POSTS EBOOKS AND 
WHITEPAPERS

INFOGRAPHICS VIDEOS (WEBINARS, 

SOCIAL STORIES, 

DEMOS)

NEWSLETTERS 

AND EMAILS

CASE STUDIES

While content marketing is often discussed and implemented as an inbound strategy, it can also play an 
important role in your outbound marketing efforts and sales enablement strategy.

Prime example: email content is by far the most preferred method of brand communication. This is true across 
all demographics — 68% of consumers, including Baby Boomers, Gen Xers, Millennials, and Gen Zers, all 
reported that they prefer brand messages via email the most.

https://revboss.com/blog/why-content-marketing-is-essential-for-business-growth
https://www.demandmetric.com/content/content-marketing-infographic
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/401678/file-1079930211-pdf/8546-AI-content-marketing-difference.pdfhttp://
https://www.bluecore.com/blog/do-millennials-use-email/
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When you consistently create high-value content and incorporate it into outbound email campaigns and sales-
related email communications, you can expect higher engagement from prospects and more leads generated 
over time.

At the same time, content can bridge the gap between your marketing and sales teams, creating stronger sales 
enablement and a more seamless buyer experience. When your marketing and sales teams intentionally utilize and 
share content, you can be confident that prospective clients are receiving consistent, high-value communications 
at every stage of the sales funnel.

The right types of content and distribution plan for your outbound content strategy are unique to your company. 
The keys to success are:

•  Quality - Content is always well-executed and high-value.

•  Frequency - Content is published at high volume.

•  Consistency - Content is published on a regular schedule.

•  Documentation - Content plan is detailed and documented.

There’s no doubt that content marketing is a big undertaking. It requires time, expertise, and commitment. That’s 
why many B2B agencies outsource content creation. Outsourcing ensures that you can focus on your core 
business while your content creation never suffers!

Read More: Why Content Marketing is Essential for Business Growth

https://revboss.com/blog/should-b2b-companies-outsource-their-content-creation
https://revboss.com/blog/why-content-marketing-is-essential-for-business-growth
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Optimizing Conversions
Conversion rate optimization (CRO) is the process of optimizing your conversion efforts at every stage of the 
sales cycle. Rather than driving clients toward a single purchase, agencies ask buyers to invest in the ongoing 
use of the service and software they provide — and to integrate them into their own organizations.

Conversion rate optimization, then, requires a path of much smaller conversions on the way to final purchase 
(and even well into retention and loyalty stages). For agencies, email is often the primary driver of conversions, 
thus achieving CRO through this channel is essential for growth.

The steps to email conversion rate optimization are:

  I Know where your conversions occur 
Do you know at which points in your email campaigns the most conversions are happening? Which types of 
email content and CTAs are earning those conversions?

  I Define your conversion events   
What qualifies as a conversion for your company? You likely have several throughout the sales process. 
Conversion events may include downloading a piece of content, beginning a free trial, or scheduling a demo 
with one of your sales reps.

  I Map your conversion funnel  
Know which part of your email prospecting funnel each conversion lives in and which team is responsible 
for its optimization (i.e. marketing, sales, or customer success).

  I Analyze conversion data 
Identify where conversion drop-offs occur during your email campaigns and other significant trends that 
can help you improve your efforts.

  I Measure and refine  
Continually ask questions and use data to refine your approach. Utilize email marketing best practices like 
A/B testing and analytics reporting to make informed decisions about your conversion strategy.

Read More: Conversion Rate Optimization for SaaS: The Complete Guide

https://revboss.com/blog/7-smart-tips-to-increase-your-email-conversion-rate
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Marketing automation is the process of automating your marketing efforts to execute a more streamlined, 
targeted strategy. It can transform the scope and scale at which you can execute agency growth strategies. 

Automation can be utilized at every stage of the sales process and benefits four main areas of your business:

Leveling up with 
marketing automation

Attracting clients 

Earn greater visibility 
from your target 
audiences through 
digital channels.

Convert leads

Get users to take 
specific action in 
showing interest in 
your solutions.

Close deals

Nurture leads and 
convert prospects 
into clients.

Report on key metrics 

Automate analytics 
reporting for continual 
performance 
measurement.

https://revboss.com/blog/6-ways-marketing-automation-boosts-agency-growth
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The best way to get started with marketing automation is to take achievable action steps and build on your 
success over time. Here are some effective ways to launch marketing automation strategies at your agency:

•  Send a weekly newsletter to all clients and leads highlighting your experience expertise.

•  Set up display advertising campaigns targeted to different client segments using AdRoll or a similar tool.

•  Refer to your ICP exercise to create targeted content for each client segment.

•  Collaborate with sales to align your website, email campaigns, and other targeted efforts with your sales 
process.

Streamlining your marketing efforts in these ways and more are critical steps toward marketing automation 
success. Over time, marketing automation boosts agency growth in ways that are just not possible with traditional, 
overly-manual methods:

  I End-to-end lifecycle management 
Leads can be managed and passed off seamlessly between marketing, sales, and client success for a more 
consistent client experience and higher overall satisfaction.

  I Increased personalization  
Personalized brand experiences like tailored product recommendations, targeted remarketing, and hyper-
relevant content drives higher engagement.

  I Better targeting 
Intentional audience segmentation and targeting enable more effective remarketing and upselling — two 
huge sources of revenue for companies that do them right.

  I Multichannel capabilities 
Multichannel clients spend 3x as much as those interacting on just one channel. Marketing automation 
includes tracking consumers across channels and unifying their experience with your brand.

  I Testing and optimization 
You can use marketing automation features within your email platform and other software tools to test and 
optimize marketing communications.

  I Marketing and sales efficiency 
Marketing automation centralizes client data and streamlines processes that suffer when dependent on 
manual completion. When your marketing and sales teams are not bogged down with tedious tasks, they 
have more time to focus on strategic priorities.

Read More: 6 Ways Marketing Automation Boosts Agency Growth

https://www.invespcro.com/blog/multichannel-marketing/
https://revboss.com/blog/6-ways-marketing-automation-boosts-agency-growth
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In practice, your growth strategy is unique to your agency. The real key to 
achieving success is to implement proven tactics while always staying true 
to your brand. 

When you do, you don’t just attract more clients, you attract the right 
clients — those that will truly benefit from what you have to offer.

But it doesn’t happen overnight. By implementing a step-by-step agency 
growth strategy like the one outlined above, you can build on incremental 
success, gain buy-in and confidence from your internal teams, and put the 
right tools and processes in place to execute effectively.

Most importantly, when you take time to develop your strategy 
intentionally, it will give you more than a quick and temporary boost in 
generated leads. Instead, it will drive continuous, long-lasting, end-to-end 
growth at every stage of your marketing and sales funnel.

Putting growth strategies 
into practice

RevBoss is a sales prospecting company. We help our clients get clients!

Here’s how we do it:

1. Get the Right Prospect Data: We integrate with leading data sources 
-- including our home-grown engine - to provide our clients precise, 
accurate B2B contact data.

2. Find Your Sales Flow: Our team builds a sales flow that drives 
prospect engagement with personalized sales touches. We route 
active prospects to your sales team.

3. Learn, Rinse, Repeat: You work the prospect convos that we turn up 
and coordinate with our team to measure and optimize. We grow your 
pipeline, and you win more clients.

Our outbound email software and lead generation services are custom-
built for startups, consultancies, marketing agencies, and other B2B 
organizations. Schedule a quick call with us and find out how we can 
help you win more clients!

Grow your agency with RevBoss

https://revboss.com/sales-prospecting-software-free-leads
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We'll Drive the Leads.
You Close the Deals.


